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If\ This papLr reports the results of an experimental study

about the factors in college -level student papers that in-
LIJ

fluence judges' rating of the quality of those papers. Most ,

past research on this topic 'has been correlation4. rather,than'

-experimental. In a'4orrelational study the researcher inves-
-,

tigates'natural occurrences. Students write papers; judges

rate the quality of the papers. The researcher then examines,

the paper for traits associated with high and low ratings.

One type of correlational study (e.g., Page; 1988; Hiller,

Marcote, and Martin, 1969; Slotnick and Knapp, 1971;-Thompson,

1976; and 1977) .attempted to predict ratings

with measures of characteristics in the student paper, such

as the number of spelling errors or the length of the essay..

Another type (e.g.,,Diederich, French, and Carleton, 1961;

and Meyers, McConville, and Coffman, 1966) sought to account

for ratings with characteristics of the j d such as their

personal biases or their degree of leniency. st studies

showthat characteristics of papers and of judges are asso-
/

ciated with or correlated with ratings. However, it is not

possible for a correlational study to establish -the causal

influence of papers or judges on the ratings.

To establish causal relationi it is necessary to turn to

an experimental approach. For instancel in an experiment

on the evaluation of composition the resear*cher might reW

student papers to mike them stronger -or weaker along some

sy
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dimerision of dontent or form and then see how such rewriting

influences'theratings. After the student writes the paper,

the researcher, instead of obterVing natural occurrences as

inthe correlational paradigm, interferes with nature by ex-

-

,

,perimentally manipulating the St udent paper. Judges then

;rate the quality of the rewritten paper. The researcher,

who created certain characteristibs inthe rewritten essay,

can determine the extent to which the manipulations influenced

the ratings. Such an experimefital approach is akin to one

suggested by Hiller, Marcott and Martin (1969):

if a given characteristic is present in an essay,
does that characteristic affect the essay's qual-
ity as reflected in the grade assigned by expert

.

graders? To answer this question we should have
to manipulate the quality and quantity of relevant
category items under an experimental procedure.
(p. 274)

For my study, I decided to manipulate characteristics ,

in essays to examine the influence of papers on yatings. My

problem was which characteristics to manipulate. I did

not base my choice of characteristics on any one theory of

discourse. Instead, I selected four very broad, bu dagog-

icallTineresting categories: content, organization, sentence

structure, and mechanics. More precise feitures, which fall
r

under these broad categories, such as the number of spelling

errors or the length of the essay, tad been the focus of many
1

of the correlational studies in the first type cited earlier.

However, for a first experimental 'Study, I thought it wise to

manipulate general characteristics so that in future studies

on the influence Of characteristics in papers on ratings the

3



SELECTION
OF ESSAYS

TO BE
REWRITTEN

,*

features of, the influential 'general categories could be

)

investigatJd.
4 P

I next.rewroteessays of.moderatesquality to be either

stronger or weaker in the four categorieS of Content, organiL

zation,,sentence structure,'and mechanics.,"Exactly how to

performthe rewritiniproved to be a very complex problem

'which I discuss in detail in a separate section.

In almost/ every correlational study some aspect of con-
.

tent or a mar r of content (e.g., essay length) predicted

ratings. Based on this finding I posited one hypothesis

about the effects of the rewriting: 'essays rewritten to be

strong in content would be rated significantly higher than

those rewritten to be weak in content.' The findings of past

studies about the relationship between judges' ratings and

the quality of the organization, sentence structure, and

mechanics were not so -consistent, making i difficult to

predict the potential effect of rewritings these three

categories. Nevertheless, my experiment would allow me to
/

determine the effects of these pedagogibally interesting

characteristics on ratings too.

College students in two-different required writing sec-

tions at each of four Bay Area colleges wrote essays fd)r the

study. The colleges, which ranged in type from highly select,

privateschools to open-admissions, public schools, prbvided

`writers representing a wide range' of abilities. According to

Cass and Birnbaum's

sions criteria, the

(1972) most recent descriptions of admis-
-

schools iri order from most to least

selective admissions requirements were: Stanford University,

4



University of Santa 'Clara, California State University at
- .

"Hayward, and Sah Jose City College. The classes at each

elschool were obtain d on the recommendation of the department

>chair who'was asked to suggest two "typical" classes taught

by different teachers.

Students wrote the esSayS in class on one of eight

topics &signed to elicit essays in the argumentative mode

of discourse. The topics either asked students to compare
.

and contrast two quotations or to - :ue their opinion on a

current, controversial issue.

topic follows:

1.1 Founding Father said: "Get what you can, and what
you get hold; 'Tis-the
Stone that will turn
all your Lead into Gold."

A contemporary writer said "If it feels good,
do it."'

le of each type of

What do these two statements say? Explain how they
are alike and how they are different.

.2. President Ford gave Nixon an "unconditional pardon."
Do you agree or disagree with Ford's decision? Give
reasons for taking your pos ion.

A studentrWiekting on one of eaclrof the eight topics was

selected from each class to participate in,an earlier study. 2

The papers of these same eight students from each class were

used as.the basis for the rewriting in this study. In all,

there were eight student essays on each of eight topics, a

total of 64 papers. In the earlier study, for judges rated
I

each essay holistically. Of the eight student essays on each

topic,. the four rated to be most average in quality in the

earlier study were selected for experimental rewriting-in this

w
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study. The other four, which pere not rewritten, were.the

two which had been rated highest and the two which had been

rated lowest on each topic in the earlier study. These non-
,

rewritten essays served t6stab1ish the reliability of` the

ratings in this study.

. Beciuse of the.dearth of operational definitions for

Strength and weakness of content,, organization,

strudture,.and mechanids, I pondered,fat first,

take the rewriting task I decided on the''set
N

in Table 1.

sentence

how to under -

of proCedures

'lsert Table 1 about,here

To validate the rewriting procedures, I trained two different

students to rewrite. If the two students and I aa independent

rewriters'produced no significantly differel results in essay

,ratings, r then.dould obtainTa measure of the effects of re-

writing the four categories to be weak or strong on the

ratings of the essays. Furthermore, the fact 'that it would

be possible to train others to'follow the rewriting procedures

consistently indicates that the rewriting could be replicated.

Rewriting the content category to be weak brought one

major, constraint: When the content was made weak, the organ-
.

ization coud never be made strong. It would have been an

exercise in absurdity to attempt.to order 4logical ideals

logically or to order and transition appropriately a group of
s

inherently unrelated ideas. ',Thus, there were' twelve possible

rewriting combinations:



C =.Content + = Strong
0 = Organization
SS=Sentence Structure. - = Weak
M = Mechanics

(1) +C, +0, +SS, +M
(2)4 +C, +0, +SS, -M
(3) +C, +0, -SS, +M
(4) +c, +0, -S8, -M
(5) +C, -0, +SS, +M
(6) +C, -0, +SS, t-M
(7) +C, -0, r$S, 1-'14
(8) +C, -0, -SS, -14
(9) -C,,-0, +SS, +M

(10) -C, -0', +SS, -ii
(11) -C, -0, -SS,- +M
(12) -C, -0, -SS, -M - '0

As rewriters we bad a bommitmen:t to create'a revised.

paper that retained, iansofar as possible, the sense of the

6

original essay. We attempted to highlight, the strengths and

weaknesses in each category,in each paper. Nevertheless, the

act of highlighting often produced a new paper substantially-

unlike the original. In Spite of how unlike the original a

,rewritten version, became, we remained committed to rewrite

papers to be like the papers students actually produced.

Still, the rewriting aimed to reproduce only the reasonable

ado

extremes of strength and weakness for each category. Pkpers ,

were never rewritten to be average in any category.

The rewriting was performed in layers: content first,

then organization, then sentence structure, and finally

mechanics. When an earlier layer was rewritten as strong an

ater one was rewritten as weak, the rewriters had be

ekt emely careful not to' obscure the strength of e-eirlier

,category with the weakness of the latter. When rewriting

content to be strong, weaknesses in organiiation, sentence,

structure, qr mechnics were not allowed to,obscure the ideas



and the development of those ideas,' Similarly, when rewriting

sentence structure-to be Strong, weaknesses in mechanics were.

not allOwed to obscure the strength of the sentences.

Finally, the four, broad rewriting 'categories were defined,

to include all possible specific features in an essay thief

relate to its quality. 'Thus, -if a composition' was rewritten

to be strong in every broad rewriting category,-then it would

have no residual weaknesses. likewise, if.a composition was

rewritten to be weak in every category,.it would have no

.residual strengths. Because I used only four category head-

ings, some features related to essay quality did.not fit under

any particular category. For example, the feature word choice'

seemed to fit under none of the category headings. In fact,

word'choice fit under both the content and the sentence struc-

ture headings. Some changes in word choice affected the

clarity of presentation of an idea; they were included under

content. Other changes affected the parallel structure of a

sentence; they were included under sentence structure. Other

changes, which were purely matters of diction, were arbitrarily

placed'under sentence structure..

REWRITING This section discusses the plan for rewriting the four
DESIGN

.student papers on each of the eight topics. First, each of

the papers was rewritten in three different versions each.

Each original essay was keyed to three of the twelve possible

rewriting combinations listed earlier. The four essays, each

rewritten in three versions,, made twelve 'versions on each

-topic. The twelve rewritten versions on each topic ,represented

0
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the'twelvq possible rewritten versions. Across the eight

REWRITING
PROCEDURE?

iyALVATING
DESIGN

8

....-

topics, with twelVe rewritten versions per topic, there we

0
96 rewritten papers.

,

In the end, because of the constraint against combinl,ng
.,-.

.

.-
.

'week content and strong organization; two-thirds Df the 96

rewritten pdpers (N= 64) were strong in content; One-third

(N= 32) were strong in organization: Half (N= 48) were strong

in -sentence structure, and half were strong in mechanics. Of

course, the remainder f(51', each category was weak in that d

category. 4

Two Stanford University sophotores helped they investi-
-

%.

gator perform the rewriting in, return for course credit. All

rewriters firsepracticed applying the Operationaldefinitions

for- strength and weakness .in the four categories (Table 1) to

training essays, in order to establish and define'common

ground as readers and writers. During practice all rewriters

independently rewrote the same essay according to the same

rewriting combinations, then exchianged rewrites and discussed

points of agreement and disagreement. During the'actUal re-

writing\one rewriter always wrote all -three versions of an

essay. A second rewriter checkedt.the rewriting, and`the third

remained uninvolved.

Twelve evaluators were chosen according to the following

criteria: (1) strength of professional recommendations,

(2) quantity of teaching experiente', and (3) educational back-

ground, All were highly recommended teachers on the staff of

Stanford's freshman English program. I placed the'evaluators

into three types from most (type 1) to least (type 3) teaching

9
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the"twelvq
.

possible rewritten versions. Across the eight
.

.

topics, with tweltre rewritten versions per topic, there were
, .

0 ,

96 rewritten papers. 4

*

In the end,' because of the constraint against combinl,ng
:-"

'week cdntent and strong organization; two-thirds of the 96

rewHtten papers (N= 64) were strong

(N'c 32)' were strong in organization'
t

1

in 'sentence structure; and half were strong in mechanics.

course, the remainder .f(5/.% each .category. was w4ak in that

in content; one - 'third

Half (N= 48) were,' strong.

REWRITING
PROCEDURE,

./ALIJATIING

DESIJGN

,category . 4
. 1

,

Two Stanford University sophotores helped the inesti-
. , .

1. .

gatpn perform the irewriting in return for course credit. All-

rewriters first'practiced applying the Operational definitions

for- strength and weakness .in the ,'four categories (Table .1) to
. '

traibing essays, in order to es abli and define common ,

ground as readers and writers. During practice all rewriters

independently rewrote the same essay according to the same

rewriting combinations,, then exchenged rewrites and discussed
rr

.

points of agreement and disagreement. During theactual re-

writing one ,rewriter always wrote 41 three versions of an

essay. A second rewriter checkedt,the rewriting, and-the tyrd

remained uninvolved.

Twelve'evaluators were chosen according to the following

4 criteria: (1) strength of professional recommendations,

(2) quantity of teaching experienee, and (1) educational back-

, ground. All were highly recommended teachers on thv staff of

Stanford's freshman English program. I placed the'evalliators

into three types from most' (type 1) to least (type 3) teaching

V
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experivce and education. Evaluators were divided into for

reading groups' of three judges each.. Each;firoup rated essays

' on two o'f +he eight topics. ,The different types of evaluators

were balanced aboss t groups in order to avoid*placing'ia.

group
,

q less experienced evaluators together,
, ', i

.

Training and reading paikets were compile p-for each rata"
I *

for each topic. The training packets contaid holistic scor-
.

,

.-#
.4

ing forms and two training essays typical of thoSe in the

expe rimental set. In the reading packets two supplemental

training essays were followed by eight experimental studerit
s

*NP

essays. Of the eight experimental essays all three evaluators

in each group received the four essays that had not been re-

written. The four remaining essays in the experimental set

were selected for each judge from ,those that had been rewrit-

ten. Each of the three evaluators received orie of the three

versions Of each of the four rewritten essays. The rewritten

versions were assigned to evaluators according to a balanced

plan. The order of the eight experimental essays was random-
.

ized ,for each evaluator.

EVALUATING The evaluations took place on four consecutive days. One

PROCEDURE'
group of three evaluators rated essays on two of-the eight

topicg on the first day; a second group at three evaluators
4

rated essays on another two of the eight topics on the second

day, and so on. Each group of evaluators was informed that

college students hat produced the essays. The fact that some

essays had been rewritten was concealed from the evaluators.

All essays were typed.

10
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Before .rating any essays the groiup of-evaluators discussed

their expectations for a good essay on the first topic they

Would rate. Then, they rated the first two training essays

from the training packer, using the four-pointjmlistic scale._

After rating the:training essays, they discussed with thg

trainer and with each other their reasons for assigning the

scores they did. If they evidenced a.difference,of two of

0 1

more points on the four-point holistic scale, the trainer

triedoto guide them to understand and reconcile their differ-
.

ences. Raters were neven forced to agree.

After discussing these training essays, the evaluators

received their reading packet on the first topic and began the

holistic ratings. If the judges disagreed with one another

on scores for the optional training essays in the reading

packet, the reading was interrupted to continue training with

these optional training essays. This same procedure was

repeated for the second. topic.

-

The group of judges first gave holistic evaluations to

all essays n both topics. After completing both holistic

evaluat n'sessions, t4 judges were asked to provide a more

detailed, evaluation for the rewritten essays on each topic.

For these essays, the judges had to determine whether the.

content, organization, sentence structure, and mechanics was

weak or strong. The fact that these essays had been rewritten

to be weak or strong in these four categories was still con-

cealed 'from' the judges.

RELIAPILITY To assess the -eliability of the judges' ratings, I used

the Cronbach alpha (Cronbach, 1970, p. 159; Calfee and Drum,
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Before rating any essays the group of-evaluators discussed
0

their exPe tations for a good essay on the first topic they-

would rat Thqn, they rated the first two training essays

from the fling packet, using the four-point,holi'stic scale.,
^

After rating''Ehe'training essays, they discussed with th

trainer and with each other their reasons for assigning the

scores they did. If they eviden4ed a difference,of two or

more points can the four-pOint holistic scale, the trainer gr

tr ied to guide them to understand and reconcile their differ-

ences.ences. Raters were never forced to agree.

After 'discussing these training essays, the evaluators

received their reading packet on the first topic and began the

holi6tic ratings. If the judges disagreed with one another

J\`

on scores for.the optional training essays in the reading

packet, the.reading 'was interrupted to continue training with

these optional training essays. This same procedure was

repeated for the second. topic.

The group of judges first gave holistic evaluatidns to
.

all essayson both topics. After comple.ting both holistic

evaluation sessions, the judges were asked to provide a more

_detailed evaluation' for the rewritten essays_ on each topic.

For these essays, the judges had to determi4e whether\the

e: content; organization, sentence structure, and mechani was

weak or strong. The fact that these essays had been ewritten

)

.

to be weak or strong in these four tegorie still con -

cealed
-......,

from"the judges.

RELIABILITY 'To assess the reliability of the judges' ratings, I used
,

the Cronbach alpha (Cronbadh, 1970, p. 19v Calfee and Drum,

1 1
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1976; p .14). The,reliability,for the ratings given by each

group of judges was deterthined by comparing' the ratings the

different judges in a gi,oup assigned to sttie four papers on

k A%
each tOpicthat had not b4en Yewritten. All ratings proved

highly reliable. The reliability scores within each group Of
Br .

M 4.'f,,,p'l

raters ranged from .86 to .96. Thus, these reliability $eores

for the non-rewritten papers sugges at the ratings of the

rewritten papers were also quite reliable.,

I first examined the main results of the experiment, the

effects of rewriting' strong and weak content, organization,

sentence structUrs, and mechanics on the raters' holistic

scores. With an analysis of variance, I measured whether

each rewriting characteristic contributed significantly to

the-difference in the scores the raters gave (Table 2). My,

.

hypothesis, that essays
.

rewritten to be strong in content

Insert Table 2 about, here
is

would be rated significantly higher than those rewritten to

be weak in content, was confirmed. The largest main effect

of the rewriting was for the content variable. The organize-.

tion variable also proved to have a highly significant effect

on the judges' scores. Mechanics too had-its effect. Addi:

tionally, there were significant interactions between organi-

zation and mechanics and between organization and sentence

s-q-,ucture.

Table 3 helps explain these main results. It presents

the mean scores for papers rewritten to be strong and those

12 i4

ItS
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A

ewritten to- be weak in each of the four rewriting categories.
. _

ti

Insert Table 3 about here'4',:-L

It reveals that the difference befween the average

papers weak in pontent and the aVerage,score given rs

6

yen

strong in conte t differed by 1.06 points. Since the,miaXimum
4

possible differepce between the average scores was 3 ,pOints

(on the'l to 4 holistic scale), a difference of over one

point is quite large, Sitrong Traus weak rewriting in organ-
,

ization also led to' a difference of about 1 point. The effect

of mechanics and sentence structure rewAing was about 1/_

and 1/4,point, respectIvely.

The interactions between organizatioii,And meCtianics and

organization and sentence structure in,these main results

show that only if the essax,had stAng organization did,the.

Se4rth or weakness of the mechanics'an-d"sentence structure

matter (Table 4)_. af the organization was strong, the
.

4
Inseft Table 4 about 'here._

.riechanics rewriting caused almost an entire point difference,
/

between the strong and weak essays' average scores. In the
* . ,

same situation, sentence structure rewriting causedabout a

,1/2 pqint di'fAtience. Therelation between organization and

mechanics was more significant than that between organization:
"

and sentence' structure)

In summary, the main results of the rewriting shoWed that
. 0 ,

the Ost significagt influence on raters' scores 'is the

4

13
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strength qg the content of the essay., .The- second most import-,

ant infl ':roved to 'be the strength of the oiganizatiok

of that The third significant nfluence was, the

dtreng:th_ofthe,mechanitS:_ Turthermore,' the strength

.
mechanics was most important when the organization was strong,

end because the sentence structure aIone was insignificant,

the strength of the'sentence structure was important only

when' thy' organization Astrong.

EVALUATORS' I neXt prepared to examine a secondary set of main

PERCEPTIONS
REWRITERS' results.
INTENCN,5

pendent

according

) 01004.-

Instead of using the- actual rewriting as the in-

variable, I wished to eXatine the holistic ratings

to the raters' perceptions of the strength or weak-

I

Hess of-each of the rewritten categories. 1The raters' per-
,

ceptions were determined by tFi e indication of their judgment

of the strength or weakness of the rewritten categories of the

rewritten essays. However, before,I could examine the results

using the raters' perceptions it was firstglecessary to measure
. , .

,,
how well the raters' perceptions of the strength or weakness

of the rewritten` categories matched with the way the rewriters

intended to rewrite them. If the match was exact,. there would

be no reason \to'seek these secondary results. Since the cate-
_

gories were rewritten to be extremely strong or weak, I expected

the raters to perceive the rewriting'accurately for the most

part even'though they were not given the criteria for the

rewriting

Table 5 specifies the overall percent of match and, mis-

match for each category. Raters usually judged the strength

6.



and weaknessof the categories accurately, although they did

14

Insert Table S about here

not always. The content category prayed most difficult for

the raters to assess; organization was next in difficulty

followed by sentence structure and then mechanics. This order
0 :

seems quite logical; the evaluators' overall perceptions' of

the different categories matched the rewriters' fhth-
,

tioris a lower percent of the time for the more difficult to

define, abstradthcategories than for the more objective,'

concrete categories.

EVALUATORS' Since the evaluators' perceptions.cof the quality of, the e
PERCEPTIONS
AND THEIR content, organization, sentence structure, and mechani s. of
HOLISTIC /7

EVALUATIONS the essay didnot match th'e rewriters' intentions exactly, I

a

next examined the secondary set of major results,, the relation-
', I

ship between raters' perceptions and their hplistfC scores.

The evaluators' perceptions of the'strengt 9r weakness of the

Content, organization, sentence structure, and mechanics became

the independent variables in these analysis of variance rather

! et0P.°

than tlbe actualrewriting for the ories. Table 6 shows

/

Insert Table 6 about here ,

A

S

that the results for content and organizatibn were similar to

those found in the main results detailed earlier. But other

findings proved different. Perceived mechanics, this time,

did not contribute significantly to the evaluators' scores;

perceived sentence structure did. None of the perceived

15



DISCUSSION

, 15
Vioc,

t4 cR
. . _ Ic
., quality dategoriee-interacted significantly with one another.

, .

,
Table 7 showse comparison' of the average difference between

Insert liable' 7 about here°

ratings on the perceived strong and weak level of each cate-
r =4

gory across all of the rewritten essays.

In the interpretation of the results, several areas

deserve mention. First, all methods'of analysis show the most

important influences on.the raters' scores were the content

and then the organization of the essay. These two aspects of

the written text merit the special attention of the writing

student, teacher, and researcher. Sentence structure and.-

mechanics proved much lesS significant influences on holistic

4
judgments.

s,1(

. Because the influence of sentence structure and mechanics

are nez her as,s1roint nor-as consistent as the, influences of
G

4

content 'and organization, raters are probably less conscious

o.f the effects of the'se less impOrtant influences. The effects

-
of senten e structure 4114 mechanics and the interactions of

(thes categories with organization differ between the analysis

using the actual rewriting as the dependent measure and the

analysis using the 'judges'' perceptions of the quality of the

rewritten categories as the dependent measure. The differ-

ences suggest that the judges' perceptions would have them
. . ,

. , .

claim that their.hblidtic ratings werelnot weighted On the
. ?

,rewriting categories in the ways the analysis according to, the

rewriting show04 them to be. Raters seem-to perceive that
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cthey%give: ,(1) less- credit for the, conventions of standard

edited English,(mechanics)3 (2) more credit for' well-formed,

graceful sentences (sentence structure); and (3) discrete
., .

credit,for,theifour rewriting ,categories.
1

Two 'raters were disqlialified-from the research becautse

the frequengy.of their mismatch was More than two standard
#

deviationsiabove ihe'smean. These ra-ters also exhibited 'a

reDt pattern of mismatch from the others.' They mismatched

Qon all"categories, and the mismatched' more than the otherson

-61e more objective categories, mechanics and sentence struc-

ture. The raters who did not show frequent mismatch tended

to .cluster their mismatch on Content or organization, mis-

matching mostly on only one category. Perhaps raters' abil-

ities to perceive the quality of rewritten categories within

essays could be used to tes't.their competence before choosing

them to participate- in evaluation projects.

The raters, both in their mismatch patterns and with

their holisit scores, showed a significant tendency to

evaluate ltulAtsi.' writing negatiyely. In all categories when

their rceptions did not match the rewriters' intentions,

they judged strong rewriting as weak More of the time than
.

not. Also, the distribution of the holistic scores was skewed
-1

'toward the lower:ind of the scoring rare. -Conlan_(1676) at _4_

Educational Testing Service corroborated 1\his tendency of

readers to rate negatively, "Unfortunately, no reader- -

experienced or inexperienced--seems to need assurance about

giving out 2's'and l's.[lowest'scores,on four-point holistic ,

scale]; what.all reade4 seem to need from time to time is -ale
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reminderthat not all the papers are paper's or '1' paper0

(p. 4) . Perhaps evaluators should be less reluctant to

pliment student writing.

One imitation of this gtudy -is the difficulty in inter-

preting the exact results of the rewriting. When each category-

was* rewritten, several aspects of the Category were rewritten

at once. The. exact aspects, of the category which influenced

'raters' reactions to that patticular category remain unkKlown4,

and are a topic for further study. It is possible that the

raters reacted to the rewritingof allof the aspects for each

category. It is equally possible that they reacted to some
. .

part or combination of"parts of the rewriting. For example,

perhaps order but not transitions was what influenced e.h&Tes
Ba-

in the organization rewrite. Bread areas of influence on
i
. i .

.

r. iterlsi judgments have been identified; the more precise

influences need to be examined.

A second limitation is the homage*ity of the raters in!
,

were
e,,

this study. They ere carefully edefinlea as a select, homo-

geneous
t

geneous group of college writ teachers from a major univer-.
-

'e't.

. .

sity. It would be interesting-tarn how other rates wo

,
react. Joseph Williams (1977),, rewriting essays in nomin 1

./- .

and verbal styles, compared the responses of several, pes of

evaluators who thought they were evaluating for different

reasons. His judges included new graduate students in a

Master of Arts in Teachidg program, experienced college English

professors, and evaluators wh6 regularly read essays for_a

estate proficiency examination. Soie evaluators thought they

were helping a feltow graduate st'udent with a research projeCt;

18
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others thought they were determining the reliability of a

college writing examination,* He found that different types

of raters preferred different types of essays. Some groups
4..

.

/
,"preferred a nominal style; others'perferred a verbal style.

a

PEDAGOGUAL 'If society values content and organization as Much as the
SIGNIFICANCE

raters in this project did, then according to the definitions

of conten and organilation used in this study, a pedagogy for

teaching writing should aim first to help students develop

their ideas logicallybeing sensitive to the approp late

amount of explanation necessary for the audience. Then it

,should focus on- teaching students to organize the- developed

ideas so that they would be asily understood and favorably

evaluated. The interaction between organization and mechanics

and organiibtion and sentence structFe,'shqwing that tht

quality of the mephanic'S and sentence structure matter most

when the organization is strong, points even more stronglyito

a pedagogy aimed at teaching the skills of organization before

or at least alongside' those of mechanics and sentence structure.

'llseeps today that many college level curricula begin

with a fqcus on helping students correct mechanical d syn-

tactic problems rather than with the more fundamental,aspects

of -the discourse. It is important to supplement ti,hese\curri- 4'

cl.qa with carefully planned curricula for teaching content and

organization. Certainly, because of the excellent research

in the area of written sentence .structure (Huht, 1965; Mellon,

1969; O'Hare-2, 1971; Christensen, 198'7 a'n6b/dcause of the ob-

jective nature of"ge mechanical rules foi,' standard edited

English, sentence structure and Mechanics have become easier
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to teach than content and organization. The English profes-
J

sion knoi.zs more about teaching, evaluating, and doing research

on tentencestrutture and Mechanics than on the less objective

areas of content and organization.., Conceivably, instruction

in strengthening sentence structure or mechahics could reult

in s±rong content or organization. But such'a hypothesis has

`not been tested.
1

ScholarsA.ike Donald Murray (1968), Ken Macrorie (1970)',

and Pet

centered aro

w (1973) have advodated college writing curricula

'

d the rarger levels of theliscoue. However,

Sithough Murray, Mactorie, and Elbow offer pedagogical-ifug:

gestions for encouraging students to find and expand their
A

ideas,- they .do not offer Is complete' on as well-define a .

pedagogy as, say, Christensen does for syntax in The Christeriten

'Rhetoric Program (1968). Other sc ars, like'Kenneth Burke

(1945), D. Gordon Rohmann (1965), and Young, Becker,, and Pike

(1970),have contributed to developing a modern theory of in-
,

vention. Young; Becker, and Pike, -in particular, haVedevel-

oped heuristic procedures for elping students retrieve,

analyze, and order theirideas dr a'particular audience.

Besides such work in invention, with pedagogiesfoCused

primarily on idea generation, mane research focusing on how to

analyze, teach, and evaluate' the logical development of the

already generated ideas (content) and the techniques used foN

ordering and making transitions between thos' ideas (614gani-

A
zation) Is badly needed before more concrete pedagogies can

evolves

20
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CONCLUSIONS

I

f

The methOdology employed in thi

framework for studying the evaluatio

many other contexts. Certainly the

evaluation process deserve attention

20

experiment provides a

of student writing in,
4 t

ollcwing aspects of the

(1) the more exact effects of. he rewriting (what
within the categories infl4ences the evaluatorS,
does the influence ,work ii.0a continuum- if so,
where are the critical spots on the co tinuum?);

(2) evaluations ''given y different kinds of ebaluators
(e.g., ,peers, classroom teachers with varying
amounts of experience who teach different su
to different ages, teachers from non - mainstream
cultkiral groups, teacher ,trainers);

(3) the evaluation of papers written by students from
other age groups (elementary through sepiorlhigh
school);

(4) the evaluation of 'paperrS written in other merles
of discoul"se (at least narrative or some expressive.
modes of w iting).

I believe a mor in-depth and more precise investigation

of the aspects within the two most influential rewriting-

categories', content and organization, is the most important

and the most promising area for future research. In this

study much of the rewriting in these categories was don

.- .

..)

. ,intuitively. Now that some/aspects Of content and org iza- .

tion have been proven powerf41,influences on evaluattors
. . .

.

jUdgmen117, the precise aspectsof content and organiiation Ag

that influence evaluators must be explored more carefulay:

J

1

Schemes for the linguistic analyses of texts (e.g. Kintsch,

1974) might provide a foundation'for more careful experimen=

tation in these aspects of writing. Out of such explorations

a sound basis for developing curricula focused on teaching

the skills of content and organization can evolve.
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By using experimental research to learn more about the

evaluation process, educators will be able to develop more

eftidien4 and fairer means ;of evaluation. Teachers as well

as research&s need to know how.to evaluate the quality of

student writing. Discoveries of the bases of.evalUators'

responses'will contribute to a set of definitions of what

evaluators see` at gocid writing. ese definitions then can
,

be examined critically and those criteria' of, good writing that

seem sound can be inCorporated.into pedagogy and into trail Ong

evaluators of student writing. Oncle of the first -steps in

improving'the evaluation and teaching of student writing is

understanding how evaluators evaluate as they do.

a

,

r
a
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TABLE 1

REWRITING RULES

,Content

Strong Weak
A

1. Delete all misinter-
pretations af
quotations; add
sound reinterpre-

- tations.

2. Delete ideas not
relevant to the topic
unless they can be
made relevant. If no
ideas in the paper
are relevant, either
justify their
inclusion or pull
together possible
relationships.

. 1. Retain all misinter-
pretations of
quotations; afid o e _

misinterpretationf
none are present.

A-

2. Retain all ideas not
,relevant to-the topic.
Do not add extra
irrelevant ideas.

3. Delete repetition of
entire arguments.

Take remaining ideas
and: develop, resolv
logical contradictions
within ideas, clarify
(this involves changes
in word choice).

'3. * Include repetition of
entire arguments.

4. Take remaining ideas
and: delete development,'
include contradictions
within ideas, make
ideas unclear and
ambiguous (this involves
changes in word choice).

**Include" is used throughout this Table to mean'retain
and/or add.

25'



Strong:

4

TABLE 1--continued

Weak

Organization

1. Paragraph appro-
priately._

1. Include three ms-
paragraphings per
250 word page.

.2. Order ideas logically.
Respect rules of
given-new informatipn.
Keep main'ideas to-
gether.

2. Vicilate logical order
by separating develop-
ment,of.a main idea
(thkee times per two
pag?a). Violate
given -new strategies.

3. . Include appropriate
inter and intra
paragraph transitions:.
repeat key words
apd use transition

'words and phraseS
appropriately"...

3. Delete inter and
intra paragraph
transitions: vary
the lexical items
chosen for key,words
and avoid using
transition words and
phrases appropriately.

sor

L.

I

25,
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Strong:

4

.TABLE 1--continued

Organization

Weak

1. Paragraph appro-Az-, -1 1. Include three mis-
priately. piragraphings per

t 250 word .page_.

C 2. Order ideas logically.
Respect rules of
given-new information.
Keep main "ideas to
'gether. q

2. ViOlate logibal order
by separating develop
ment of a main idea
(three times per two
pages). Violate
given-nw strategies.

.25

3. Include appropriate
inter and intra
paragraph transitions:
repeat key words
and,use transition
words and phrases
-.appropriately..

.3. Delete inter and
intra paragraph
transiion's: vary
the lexical items
chosen for key words
and avoid using
transition words and .

phrases-appropriately.



Strong

1

TABLE 1--continueci

',Sentence Structure

Weak

°

rP

1. Combine andwOelance
sentences to achieve
a mature syntactic'
etyle: r'ed'uce number
_of compound sentences; f
.; untangle awkward and
:uhclear.sentences,
include final'free .

modifiers and graceful
parallel structures,'

.7

.2. :vary sentence
str.ueture.

Ir

26

1. Achieve an immature
.syritactic style: -include
simple primer sebt-
encesfltnClude much
compounding) o include

, long, rambly, ncon-
L

trolled, aw w d sentences
delete grac ful parallel-
ism,. include,
verboseness one the '

sentence level,

I 2. 'Include sentence
fragments and run ons.

. , 6

.3. :'Inctucie at least one
:advanced punctuation
'inark: sdmicolopnor
tolon..,

,.....A
_________ - -1

Delete advance
punctuation ma ks:'
semicolon or colon.

C--Tseappiopriate tense
and reference between-
and within entences.i

'5. Ceange any misused
words. Do not alter
overall Vocabulary-
level. .

1111,

------ - - - --- r

Use in'approprite tense
and reference between
and Within sentences.

..

Include misused words.

4%.

V

4
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Strong

TABLE 1continued

Mechanics

. ,

41. Follow conventions of
standard edited
English,

41'

Weak

27

Commas. Violate at least
three of the following,
rules:
Comma before Conjunction
in ,compound sentence.
Comma after introductory
adverbial clapse.
gomma within
quotation marks. Commas
between words and phrase
in series.

2. Quotation marks. Overuse
and use inconsistently.
Use to emphasize words.
Forget to either open or
close quotations.

T

3. Possessives. Misuse "'s."
it when needed. Use
ructures like "their's."

4. C pitalization. Omit for
oper names. Forget to
pitalize first word cf
ntences. Add inappro-
iately for emphasis,

5. U derlining. Overuse and,
u e inappropriately for
emphasis.' r

6. Spelling. Include four or
five errors per page.

The operational definitiods, the general rules we followed for rewriting
all four categbries to be weak and strong, were adapted from descriptions
on analytic rating scaled (Diederich, 1974; Adler, 1972; 410141M, f977),

'were based on definitions used in past correlational research on readers'
. responses (Thompson, 1976), and also were based on critical anayses of
the strengths and weaknesses within thp studeatpapers written for this

.study.

28
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TABLE 2

ANAL SIS OF VARIANCE FOR HOLISTIC SCORES:

'Source df

Reader (R) . 11

Content (C) 3.

Organization (0) 1

Sentence Structure (SS) 1

Mechanics (M) 1

C X SS 1

C X M 1

0 X SS 1-

0 X M 1.

SS X M 1

r

Reader Interactions

R X_ C

R X 0

R X SS

IOC M

11

11

11

11

31

= 9.65,

Residual

* p < ,01 1,ildf Fl
** p <4.001 1,11df. ,F1 F 19.69

. **p < .01 1,31df F2 = 7.56
***p 4 .001 1,31df F2 = 13.29

29

MS

.448
.ge

9.860

5.195.

2.8

REWRITING-.EFFECTS

Fl

37.78!**

29.69 * * *'

1.5 I. 2.54

5.042

1.960

.990

3.767 .

6.155

.261

.175

.591

.516

.311

N.

F2

t
31:70***

16.70***

4.82

9.77** 6.21/**`

B

..- 6.30

19.79***.

0

Fl based on R by Source
4

. F2 based on residual
,error variance
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TABLE 3

MEAN HOLISTIC JUDOMEN739 (4 = highest, 1 = lowest)

'Content

Organization 4
,

Sent. Str.. .

_

-

',Strong Weak Difference

N = 64

.a.375

N = 32

1. 313
$

1.06

N = 32

2.656

,, 1

N =.`6

1.703
,

.95

N -`48

2.146

N = 48

1.896 .25,

N = 48

2.250

N = 48

1.792 .46

N = 96 rewritten essays

'

6

30

29

11111



TABLE 4 -J

EFFECTS OF INTERACTION BETWEEN
ORGANIZATION AND MECHANICS AND SENTENCE STRUCTURE

ON '15=x SCORE (4 = highest, 1 = lowest)

M -

e' Strong

h
a
,n

i Weak

Differ..

Organization

Strong Weak

3.124
SD (.957)

2.188
(.834)

.936`

1.183
(.592)

J.

1.594
(.615) .

.219

g0

organization X

mechanics

p t .003.

.11

S
e ,:,Strong
n

S 1
St Weak
r

t
u Differ.
r
e

3.060
(1.0$)

2.313
(.873)

.687

1.719
(.581)

1.688
(.644)"

.03,1

or zation X

sentence structure

p .03.

Is

A. y.
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, TABLE 5,

READER-REWRITER MATCH/MISMATCH

Content. (C)
Organization (0)
Sent4nce Structure -(SS)
Mechanics (my

,
,

4

t.
i , I.

" 10,- --- ' -. ?

, . .

4

%-Match %Mismatch

80.2 ,19.8'
83.3 16.7
84.4 ' 15.6
90.6 09.4

I

i

or,

a+

..

ri
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TABLE

ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE FOR OLISTIC SCORES:
PERCEIVED REWRITII G EFFECTS

Source

Reader (R)

ContentPerce ived (CP)
AT.

11

1

MS t

.377:

12.537

. Organ, Perceived(OP) 1. 5:566

SenSt.Perceived(SSP) 1 3.501
11awl

Mech. Perceived (MP) 1 1.132
",

1 `.481CP, X' OP

CP X SSP 1 .131

CP X MP 1 .146

OP X SSP. 1 .939 ,t

OP X MP 1 .034

SSP X MP 1 .368

Reader Interactions

R X CP .301

R X OP. .281'

R X SSP 11 .477

R X MP 13.
1-

.325

Residual I 31 .395

*p ,< 1,lldf Fl =, 4.84
.**p < .01 1 lldf Fl = 9.65
***p < .001 1,11df Fl = 19.69

*p.< .05 101df Fr = 4.47
**p <j-r01 . 11,31df F ,s= 7.56

***pT .001 11,31df -F2 =\13.29

33

F1

'41.65***

19.81***

7.34*'

F2

31.74 * **

14.09***

806**-'
3.48 4 2.87'

1.22

.33

.37

2.38

.09

.93

S

32

Fl based on R by Source
variance

F2 based on residual
error variance

V



TABLE 11

MEAN goLisTie JUDGMENTS: PERCEIVfD REWRITING
(4 = highest, 1 = lowest) .

Strong We'ak

N =64 N = 32

Content Percy'd 2.578 1.529'

N = 32 N = 64'

Organ. Percv'd 2.719 1.672

N = 48 N

Sent,Str.Peecv'd 2.340 1.11 4

N N = 48

Mean.Percv'd 2.356 1.725

N = 96 rewritten essays

S

Difference

1.05

33

1.05

.63

.63



Footnotes
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1This topic was-first developed by the California-State
Ac iJniver4ties and College System toi their, Freshman English

'Equivalency Exatination.

2The method of selection of students was extreme complex
and is detailed-in the author's dissertation.

3Two raters from one of the four grO6ps of, raters had
more difficulty than any of the other raters in the sample in
matching their judgments of the strength and weakness of the
four rewriting categories with the rewriters''intentionV.
These two raters were type 3, prel4ously judged to be among
the least well qualified. BecaUse they were-two standard:
deviations above the mean in the amount of mismatch betweeh
their judgments. and the rewriters' intentions, I ret&ftcdd -

them with a better qualified pair: one 'type 1 and one type 2
rater. These replacement', raters performed the evaluations
together. Analyses are based on the rating given by the
replacement raters.

.2
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